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SALES TAX RATES

Are you collecting the correct sales tax? Each state, and sometimes cities,
tax food differently. In some cases, sales tax can be required on take-out, but
not on dine-in. Different types of food may be taxed, while others are not. It's
important to do your homework and understand how your products are taxed in
your city, county, and state.
Guidelines for how food is taxed in Washington State can be found here. If you
are outside of Washington, make sure to check your local tax resources for
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more information.
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Once you know the correct tax rates, updating them in your point of sale
system is easy. Check out our training video on how to adjust tax rates here.

DID YOU KNOW?
SCREEN CALIBRATION
Occasionally a touch screen may be needed to be calibrated. If the screen is
not responding to your touch and is selecting the wrong button, it's time to
calibrate the screen. Take a look at the video below for simple instructions on
how to calibrate.

POINT OF SUCCESS NEW VERSION
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The newest Point of Success software - Version Quatro - is packed full of new features,
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including a collaboration with 86 Borders to deliver a mapping and custom solution
unrivaled in today's fast-paced restaurant environment. Other features include:
Text Marketing for Customers
Auto Log Out for Security
Flexible Close of Day Times
Large Party Gratuity
Minimum Delivery Amount Enforced
Prevent Early Clock-In/Late Clock-Out
And Many More New Features!
Head here for more information and if you have any questions or if you are ready to
upgrade to the latest and greatest version, send us a note!

FOURTH OF JULY OFFICE CLOSURE

Our offices will be closed on Thursday, July 4, 2019 in observance of the Fourth
of July holiday. We will open for normal business hours on Friday, July 5,
2019.
We wish you a safe and fun holiday!

If you have any questions, comments, or concerns, please email us at
lindsayc@pointofsolutions.net.
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